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April 18, 2020
Hey Friends,
There are no days anymore. So here is a weekend edition of Footnotes. Good
stuff today, including three videos. You'll find:
Renovating Rushmore,
Library statistics, 
Eric Gentry on COVID-19,
James Wiser on the future of libraries,
Christine Parker on wellness,
Growing churches,
A Few More Footnotes + O.J. Shabazz 
Renovating Rushmore
Some of you loved the Mt. Rushmores from a previous issue. I enjoyed reading
the lists, which were historic, significant, and thoughtful. And pretty white.
Really white. Downton Abbey white. Maine white. I'm not putting this on the
contributors. Many wished their list was more diverse, or included a 5th or 6th
member. And I'm no better. My quartets made the Beatles look diverse,
resembling foursomes in the Augusta National clubhouse waiting for tee
times pre-97. 
It's unfortunate that religious scholarship became a white, male
enterprise, since it didn't begin that way. Many of the early voices within the
Christian faith were North African, such as Augustine of Hippo, Cyprian, and
Tertullian. Egypt had Origen, Clement of Alexandria, and Athanasius. And don't
forget those Middle Eastern guys who started the whole thing.
But since the Reformation, most of the prominent thought leaders in the history
books were European and American. Greg McKinzie says our reading habits
have been part of the problem, since it's not necessarily that white people have
been the only scholars, but that many have chosen to read white scholars. He's
right. Yet this omission is not strictly personal; it is systemic. There are larger
trends in bookstores, class syllabi, and even libraries. I'll propose here some
ideas for making sure that the 2040 version of Mt. Rushmore looks a bit
different than the 2020 version.
Course Syllabi
Professors need to consider whether they are crafting syllabi that introduce
students to perspectives and authors they might not already know. This
influences library collections, since course syllabi and required/recommended
reading lists are the key places librarians go to build collections.
In fairness to professors, they have a few obstacles, too. Course syllabi are
shrinking. There has been a concerted effort to make courses more affordable,
which means trimming the number of required textbooks. In the past decade,
required books for a semester went from $700 to $415. Also, there is a
nationwide effort to make college easier to complete, which means making
classes easier, which means making tests easier, required readings fewer, and
term papers shorter. This makes it harder to squeeze in more authors. So,
making school cheap and easy is not a good way to re imagine
Mount Rushmore. 
Hiring for Professors and Librarians
Move beyond "good fit." We have good intentions with this phrase, but it
assumes: 1) everything in our existing culture is strong--we just need that new
person, and 2) the profile of the outgoing person needs matched. There might
be some unhealthy assumptions baked into "good fit" terminology. The most
problematic is that it gives a bit too much credit to the existing culture. 
Arrangement of Collections
Our checkout statistics still suggest that shelf-browsing is a preferred method of
collecting books. Let's geek out and talk about section 220-229 in the Dewey
Decimal System (BS 1235-2825 in Library of Congress). The books in that
section are arranged in the order of the books of the Bible (Genesis through
Revelation). Students don't even need to know call numbers; they just need to
know (or sing) the books of the Bible. What gets checked out ends up in term
papers and what appears in term papers gets into sermons, articles,
conversations, and course syllabi. Real estate agents and theological
librarians agree: location, location, location. Biblical Studies is the Times
Square of the HST Library, and I don't think we're alone. In 2019, 52% of
checkouts from the HST Library were in the area of Biblical Studies. It's pretty
white and male at the moment. But the whole theological library is not white
and male. Where are the others? Gustavo Gutierrez' A Theology of Liberation
is downstairs in 261. What about James Cone's The Cross and the Lynching
Tree? Same story, an aisle over in 277. Okay, what about Elisabeth Schüssler
Fiorenza's In Memory of Her? Yep. Downstairs. In a theological library, the
biblical studies section is the produce section of the grocery store. Everyone
walks through it. Other sections are like pet food. If you're looking for it you'll
know where it is, but if you're not on a mission, you can unknowingly pass it
by. 
Featured Collections
One way to make up for this is to feature collections for particular emphases
such as Women's Voices or African-American authors. This is one place where
the digital environment is superior. You can feature a title at multiple spots on a
website without the physical limitations of a print collection---where putting a
book one place means it cannot be in another. Librarians need to take some
initiative here.
Reading Habits
We tend to read things that are closest to our experiences. I tell people I read
about college football. The truth is that I read the coverage of my team. Books
are no different. If our main criterion for reading is that we identify with the
values, positions, context, and point-of-view of the author, we'll be in an echo
chamber in no time. It's important to read materials by people of color, women,
majority world authors, and people of a different social class. And we should
read the best representations for positions with which we disagree. 
Expanding Notions of Diversity
This one is critical for church people, who can, at times, be picky about minor
theological considerations. Some imagine that anyone who differs with them
represents diversity. We need to insist that people actually engage others who
are different in substantial ways, not just people who worship differently or
differ on minor matters of church governance/polity, etc.
We also need to include diversity of class and education. Recent attempts have
been made to diversify the U.S. Supreme court. In a photograph, it looks like a
diverse group. But membership is largely restricted to to Ivy
League millionaires. Of the nine justices, only Breyer and Thomas did not
attend an Ivy League college for undergrad (Stanford and Holy Cross). The nine
justices attended a total of three law schools (Harvard, Yale, and Columbia). I
bring this up because some would assume the court has become more diverse
over time. I have reservations.
Preaching and Teaching
Change will happen especially through preaching and teaching. We (white men)
need to go out of our way to help churches hear other perspectives, since most
churches get plenty of our perspective. We need to move away from the North
American bias that plagues much of our thinking, too. East Asia, Africa, and
Latin America is where the growth is. Who do you trust: people who are part of
growing Christian movements or people who are leading dying ones? Rigid
sectarianism can play a role in this, too. If churches only read, watch, and
experience materials by us, then we'll always be handicapped by whatever
presently inflicts us. When eating out, we all want something that is healthy,
delicious, and cheap. But we know we must pick two. The same might be true
for this conversation; it seems pretty unrealistic to find voices who agree with
us on all of our topics, represent various cultural points of view, and meet our
particular notions of scholarly merit.
Library Statistics
Footnotes Video: Eric Gentry
I talk with Eric Gentry of Highland Church of Christ about COVID-19 and churches.
Footnotes Video: James Wiser
I talk with James Wiser about libraries and other things.
Tips for Leading Through Quarantine
Christine Parker, PorchSwing Ministries
1. Be okay with being not okay. I’ve been frustrated with the calls to
productivity and hyper-wellbeing. It’s too much to expect and heaps
shame on the ones (most everyone) for any level of non-wellbeing.
2. Rest. Rest. Rest. 
3. Be in the sunshine as much as you can. Walking. Sitting. Reading.
4. Do what needs doing and let the rest be. This is a time to be kind to
ourselves about each other. People are sick and dying and we cannot be
there. We are losing jobs and don’t know how we will provide food and
healthcare. This is about far more than socializing on Saturday. It’s about
survival.
Are Churches Finally Growing?
There's good news. It looks like churches are growing right now. 
Cary Nieuwhof gives three reasons:
1. Spike in spiritual curiosity
2. People see digital as real
3. Lower bar to participation
A Few More Footnotes
1. "When I was a single man I was able to get dates with relatively good
looking women." This Independent Fundamentalist Baptist preacher's
take on why women who are between a 4 and an 8 on his 10-point
scale are what God really desires. The great irony of this (okay, there are a
lot of them, but hear me out) is that this particular religious tradition says
we should preach the Bible and only the Bible. Fine. But what preacher
hasn't sat down to study a passage and somewhere in the journey from
text to application reminisced about high school and his 10-point female
ranking system? Next time you hear about a Proverbs 31 Woman, be sure
to ask if that was on a scale of 40 or 50.
2. Students left college during the pandemic. Will they return? Christian
college presidents discuss their uncertainty on the pandemic. 
3. The Christian Chronicle has a piece about churches and finances,
including some quotes from Jason Thompson, who appeared here last
month. 
4. As campuses scramble to offer e-books as textbooks, this piece deserves
consideration, "Undesirable Difficulties: Investigating Barriers to
Students’ Learning with Ebooks in a Semester length Course," College
and Research Libraries (March 2020). 
5. An interview with Chris Hutson about his Paideia commentary on the
Pastoral Epistles.
6. I interviewed O.J. Shabazz about his work during the pandemic in NYC.
Great stuff here. Love what he's doing. And stay tuned about his Jacob's
Well initiative.
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